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Summary

Upgrade Now

Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.72.
New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Upgrades are available at no charge
for clients with an active Enterprise
Subscription Agreement. To request
an upgrade or to discuss license
options, please Contact Us.

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
New Features
1. The SAM Version 6 Room Optimiser has been updated with a new parameter OptRoomFixSplitBookings.
When set to Y the optimiser will attempt to fix split bookings in the camp being optimised.
2. Workforce Report SRF312 Transport Availability has been created. This report is based on the SAM Reports | Transport | Availability report
and shows transport availability over a date range. [#18869]
3. The Workforce Kiosk will be updated with the ability to share a travellers itinerary with up to three people. Users will also be able to copy their
Booking Reference and Flight Number so it can be pasted in other apps. This is expected to be released in July 2018.
4. Cleaning Roster can now be manually re-run to apply a status of Cancelled to any cleans that are no longer required in SAM. Cleans are no
longer required if there has been a change to the booking in the room. Coming soon will be the ability to see this status in systems that aren't
using Advanced Cleaning, so that the benefits of changed bookings can be used by all clients and their Facility Managers.

Improvements
1. Workforce Report SRF224 Bookings by Date Range has been updated to indicate if the occupant of a room is also the owner.
2. Workforce Report SRF249 Resource On Site has been updated with the ability to filter on groups. [#19400]
3. The SAM Web Service and Carrier Booking APIs have been updated to return complete cost code details, including the code, number, description
and a user-friendly formatted value, as defined the the SAM CostCodeListFormat parameter.
4. The SAM Admin | Audit page has been updated to show descriptions of changes instead of ID's.
5. Workforce Report SRF182 Workflow Cancelled Declined has been updated to make the /dtids parameter a multi-select instead of a free text.
When specific documents are selected, they will be included in the report header.
6. Workflow has been updated to optionally allow phone number validation on the user page. This is controlled by the parameter
PhoneNumberFieldValidation in Workflow.
7. Workforce Report SRF225 Transport Change Summary has been updated to include the user who made the change. [#18949]
8. Workforce Report SRF173 Manifest has been updated with a new /compact criteria. When checked this criteria will produce a compact version of
the report. [#19219]
9. Workforce Report SRF118 Workflow KPI has been updated to include a new criteria /actionByHoursAway. When set to a numeric value, the
report will only include documents submitted within the values hours of the required travel. [#19236]
10. Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel has been updated to make the error messages when selecting Group Filters clearer. [#19248]
11. Workforce Report SRF208 Travel Booking Audit has been updated to more accurately display the required data. [#19884]
12. Workforce Report SRF257 Cleaning History and Forecast has been updated to use the SAM clean forecast logic. [#20002]

13. The Workflow Task Panel search has been updated to allow filtering on Department, Cost Code, Employer, or Camp. These filters are only
available when the corresponding field is displayed in the Task Panel.
Workflow Task Panel Advanced Filters

14. The SAM Rooms | Cleaning | Cleaning Allocation page has been updated with a confirmation popup which appears when reallocating a clean
more than one day into the future or past.
15. SAM Rooms | Cleaning | Cleaning Allocation has been updated to default the search date to the current date. The Camp will also be defaulted
to the users default.
16. Workforce Report SRF295 Vacant Room has been updated to rename the Clean Status to Readiness. A legend of Readiness values has been
included for reference.
17. SAM Bulk Profile Update now explicitly warns users when updates including changes to people's next roster date. Changes to roster date will also
be rejected if the new date is not after the person's last transport date. These changes should help prevent accidental and invalid changes to
people's next roster date, which may cause automatic roster extension to fail. [#19946]

Fixes
1. Fixed a minor issue where users may have received an error when submitting forms after their login session had expired. The user is now
redirected to the login page.
2. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF175 Roster To Excel where using the /st criteria would cause the report to error.
3. Fixed an issue where Cleaning Forecasts would not show tomorrows data if there was already reallocated cleans.
4. Fixed an issue where Folio Processing would automatically include items which were not impacting the request.
5. Fixed an issue where Folio Process was automatically adding additional transports into Leave Requests if the accommodation was split.
6. Fixed an issue where cancelling a booking via SAM Rooms | Accommodation Arrivals would fail if the booking had a last night room move.
[#20125]
7. Fixed an issue with the passenger details view in the SAM Transport | Carrier Booking page. Even though the text was grayed out to indicate a
cancelled booking, the Pax Transport Status was incorrectly reported as "Confirmed" instead of "Cancelled", which was misleading. [#20167]
8. Fixed an issue where the Accommodation | Arrivals and Accommodation | Departures pages would not show records when there was an
OUT and IN on the same date. [#20046]

